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OBJECTIVE: To carry out consultations with ECOWAS, Government of

Nigeria, UNDP Resident Representative of Nigeria, ECCAS,

Government of Gabon and UNDP Resident Representative of

Gabon regarding the action programme in support to the

implementation of UNTACDA II at all levels in the

subregion. The specific items to be discussed are,: the

terms of reference of subregional working groups;

activities of IGOs in support to the implementation of

UNTACDA II in countries, mechanism for coordinating

subregional and national activities; and resources

implications of the action programme.

VENUE: Lagos, Nigeria and Libreville, Gabon

DATE; 1 to 11 June 1992
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I. BACKGROUND

1. The Division of Regional Programme of the UNDP Regional Bureau for Africa

organized an ad hoc meeting in Addis Ababa 2 to 5 April 1992 at which most of the

key African subregional organizations and United Nations Agencies discussed with

UNDP their cooperation in the implementation of the areas identified in the

transport and communications sector of the UNDP Fifth Cycle Regional Programme

for Africa, within the overall framework of UNTACDA II. A key outcome of the

meeting was the agreement that "ECA should prepare a project proposal to be

submitted to UNDP to consider for funding, outlining the initial activities in

support of the implementation of the UNTACDA II programme" [para. 36(g) of the

meeting's report). The agreement stressed that the project proposal should take

into account the decentralization concept being currently advanced by UNDP as

well as the aim of directing support to specific activities to be carried out by

each partner in the implementation of the UNTACDA II programme.

2. In order to accurately determine and reflect the activities of the partners

in the various African subregions, ECA decided to undertake consultation missions

to PTA (Lusaka), ECOWAS (Lagos) and ECCAS (Libreville) to review their

subregional programmes and agree on the activities and support which these

subregional organizations would required in coordinating the implementation of

UNTACDA II in their respective subregions. The missions were to also consult the

National Coordinating Committees (NCCs) of the three host countries of Zambia,

Nigeria and Gabon, as well as the local UNDP offices.

3. This report is the outcome of the second mission undertaken to Lagos

(Nigeria) and Libreville (Gabon).

II. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

4. The missions to ECOWAS and ECCAS were quite successful in spite of the

inevitable postponement from the original schedule. In Lagos, this success was

possible mainly due to the excellent efforts and arrangements made by officials

in the Federal Ministry of Transport and Communications, who scheduled meetings,

provided local transportation pressured and convinced other reluctant government

officials to receive the mission on short notice or without prior notice, and

accompanied the mission in all discussions with the Nigerian authorities and some

discussions with ECOWAS.

5. In Libreville, the mission was ably assisted by ECCAS, which scheduled

meetings with the UNDP and government officials including the NCC, provided local

transportation and actively participated in all the meetings.

A. WEST AFRICAN SUBREGION

6. Although the NCC of Nigeria is said to have been established, the mission's

findings are that the role of the NCC is not fully understood because rather than

competent individuals, ministries and agencies have been designated as members ,

of the NCC and the point of focus is currently in the Federal Ministry of Finance

and Development, which in every respect is not the competent Ministry to deal

with the technical and transport coordination and planning issues of the UNTACDA

II programme and Nigeria's transport projects. While financing and resource

mobilization are critical for the implementation of UNTACDA II, these are not the

responsibility of the NCC.

V
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7O A note should be addressed to the Nigerian government recalling among other

things the decision of the Tangier Conference of African Ministries of Transport,

Communications and Planning on the role, establishment, composition of the NCCs

and the support to be provided them by governments. Copies of the note should

also be sent to UNDP and ECOWAS, who will be working closely with and assisting

the NCC.

8. ECOWAS is actively involved and has planned a series of activities directly

related to and crucial for the implementation of the UNTACDA II in the subregion.

Among these areas a donors conference being organized by the ECOWAS Fund in Dakar

(14 to 16 July 1992) on securing funds for Transport and Communications projects,

workshops and seminars. ECA is being requested to provide technical support to

(i.e. preparation of detailed project maps and other relevant information) and

to actively participate in these activities. ECOWAS expressed disappointment

that ECA has not participated in several of its recent meetings and conferences

in spite of invitations \ j I^Vjjv^ A^A ~X\j^j^ v^^tju *%1

9. A letter should be sent to ECOWAS requesting it to ask the Fund to extend

formal invitation to ECA and to ADB in its capacity as chairman of the RMC to

participate in the donors conference. As lead agency, it would be most

advantageous for ECA to participate in the Conference so as to draw lessons for

such future conferences. ECOWAS has promised but should be requested to send ECA

a schedule of its planned activities and to formally invite ECA to participate

in these activities at the appropriate times. In all these activities, ECA and

ECOWAS would agree on an agenda item in which ECA would make a substantial

contribution. It should be recalled that there is provision in TCTD's current

biennium programme for technical advisory services to and participation in the

activities of the IGOs, in addition to specific provisions in the Division's

Decade activities.

10. In view of the organization's difficult financial situation, the UNDP

country office was non-committal as to whether it could support the NCC and IGO

activities of the Decade. It nevertheless indicated that such support while

difficult, could be possible depending on the initiative of the country. As to

the possible use of regional IPF, they indicated that the matter was under review

in New York.

11. In view of the fact that the Nigerian NCC has not yet been established, its

work programme not formulated and the extent and nature of support by the

government not known or determined, the functionality of the NCC remains

doubtful.

B. CENTRAL AFRICAN SUBREGION

Conclusions

12. From the discussions with ECCAS, UNDP, the NCC of Gabon the following

conclusions can be highlighted for each of the institutions.
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13. With specific respect to ECCAS, the major conclusions are;

M) up-to-date ECCAS has not carried any activities in support to
the implementation of the Decade, mainly as a result of lack
of financial resources. Without external financial support,

this organization will be unable to play its role as lead

subregional IGO.

(ii) It seems evident that ECCAS has difficulties with its member

countries and is encountering problems in performing the task

of coordination and harmonization of the programme

(iii) The collaboration among the subregional IGOs which started
under a multisectoral project funded under UNDP 4th Cycle,

constitute a good basis for effective work of the UNTACDA II

subregional working group in the Central African subregions.

(iv) Compared with other subregions, few activities for integrating
transport and communications systems in the subregion have

been carried out and there is need for ECCAS to be aware of
and to take advantage of the successful experiences in other

subregions.

14 It was noted that the UNDP officer-in-Charge of regional programmes was

convinced of the necessity of linkage between national and regional IPFs for some
UNTACDA II activities and expressed a willingness to work in this direction.

However, there appear to be no formal position and policy within UNDP on such

linkage.

15. The following two conclusion apply with respect to the Gabonese NCC:

(i) While the NCC has been establish and its member have been

identified, the formal legal process officially proclaiming

its establishment has not yet been concluded and as a result

the NCC is not yet functional.

(ii) The resources for funding the activities of the NCC have not

been identified or allocated and there appear to be some

resistance in using the UNDP national IPF to support the NCC.

Therefore, the effectiveness of the NCC remains doubtful until

this issue is solved.

RECOMMENDATIONS

16. The mission therefore recommends that the following programme of activities

be retained for ECCAS.

(i) Assistance to member States in the establishment of NCCs where

none exists, involving field missions to Angola, Equatorial

Guinea, Sao Tome and Zaire.
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,ii) organization of an annual meeting of the subregional working
groups and the chairmen of the NCCs. This meeting should
preferably take place during the meeting of the ECCAS
Transport Commission in order to achieve cost effectiveness.

(iii) Organization of a subregional round-table on mobilization of
internal resources for the execution of UNTACDA II projects

and programmes.

(iv) Study mission by two ECCAS staff members to ECOWAS and PTA to
familiarise themselves with the successful experiences of the
two subregions in the field of transport and communications.

(v) Participation by ECCAS in the meetings of selected subsectoral

working groups.

(vi) Participation of ECCAS in the meetings of the RMC and IACC

(vii) Short-term assistance to ECCAS for monitoring and evaluation
of subregional UNTACDA II programme.

GENERAL

17. in the two subregions visited, the mission noticed that, the■
relationship which is imperative between the subregional IGOs and the^ NCCs for
effective coordination of UNTACDA II activities "being ^eded *J ^
officially established channels of communications between the IGOs and

governments.

18 in addition to the specific recommendations above, the following applies
to'all the subregions, ECA should participate actively in the statutory meetings
of IGO'b relating to transport and communications i.e. Transport Commission etc.
At all such meetings an agenda item in which ECA would provide as well as obtain
information on the implementation of the subregion's programme and projects would

be included.

19. in order to achieve efficiency and consistency, the subregional IGOs should
insist and obtain assurance from the member States that the chairmen of the NCCs
should regularly participate in all the subregional statutory and other relevant

meetings on transport and communications.

20 in order to improve the flow of information for better working relationship
among the various UNTACDA II organs and working groups, ECA and the respective
subregional IGOs should establish and maintain direct communications wi.th the

NCCs.

21 ECA should formally request UNDP to either accept or (urgently decide on)
the linkage of national and regional IPFs in the case of the UNTACDA II Programme

in those specific cases where such linkages result in efficient use of UNDP

resources.
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and communications should develop and

missions, organizing meetings to exchange experience, and etc.

III. SUMMARY OF DISCUSSIONS IN NIGERIA

1. Meeting with ECOWAS

during he meeting of the ECOWAS High
on Land

£-£

date.

2B The mission was further informed that there are about 24

""ometL this year, at which the EEC is expected to make fx
commitments.

26. Eleven member States in the subregion have indicated tc.ECOWAS> that their

Jollls of bei^g establi.hed and ECOWAS has undertaken to them

27 Consultations have been carried out by ECOWAS among its member States and
there now exist a consistent transport and communications programme xn the

subregion.

28. ECOWAS expressed serious concern that while a deta U pr.°9~
activities of the subregional working group had been communicated to the
authorities it was apparent that the information had not been passed to the
Ministry of Transport. The mission was informed that the NCC is not represented
in the /igerxan national committee responsible for coordinating ECOWAS act.v.t.es

at the national level.
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29. In reviewing the draft terms of reference and activities of the subregional

working group, ECOWAS expressed a strong opinion that there was need to

prioritise the projects that have been approved. It suggested that a thorough

review should be made of all projects which have not been started within two

years of approval and a decision made for their continuation or otherwise in the

programme.

30. With regard to the preparation and approval of new projects in the UNTACDA

II, ECOWAS was of the opinion that only a limited number of new critically

important projects should be added to the programme in subsequent phases. The

prospects and resources for funding existing and new projects should be taken

into consideration by the RMC when approving subsequent projects.

31. The mission was informed of the general dissatisfaction-by member States

in the subregion, as well as IGOs at the fact that the RMC has not assisted them

in mobilization of resources for their projects. In this regard, ECOWAS is

suggesting that the RMC should organize a subregional UNTACDA II donors

conference for West Africa, as well as workshops and/or seminars on internal

resource mobilization, and sensitization of member States.

32. ECOWAS suggested that the activities of the subregional working group

should focus on the implementation of the programme i.e. projects, rather than

on the addition of new projects. The active role and initiative of the RMC would

be most needed for such an approach and for the success of the subregional

programme.

33. The mission observed that there was little coordination and contact between

ECOWAS and UNDP. Such coordination and contracts should be fully developed and

improved so as to enhance the prospects of UNDP funding some subregional UNTACDA

II activities that ECOWAS intends to organize.

2.1. Follow-up action:

34. On the basis of the discussions, ECOWAS has identified the following

activities and needs during the implementation of the UTNACDA II programme.

(i) Assistance in setting up NCCs in those member States that have

not yet established them and the provision of technical

assistance or support to member States for project preparation

and implementation;

(ii) Organization of the subregional working group meeting which

includes NCCs, ECA, IGOs and leaders of subsectoral working

groups;

(iii) Organization in collaboration with the RMC of a donors

conference to promote the funding of the approved projects;

(iv) Organization of seminars on (a) Transport Facilitation in the

subregion and (b) Mobilization of Internal Resources;
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(v) Need for short-term consultancy services to assist ECOWAS

Department of Transport, Communications and Energy in

monitoring and coordinating the implementation of UNTACDA II

in the subregion; and

(vi) Need for a logistic support expert to assist in developing a

transport and communications information system for ECOWAS.

2. Meeting with UNDP

35. The mission met and briefed the Assistant and Deputy UNDP Resident

Representatives in Lagos on the progress of UNTACDA II, after which there were

discussions on the role of UNDP in supporting the NCC; review of the areas of

emphasis in the national IPF; examination of linkages between the national and

regional IPFs for support of UNTACDA II including support to NCC activities; and

the mobilization of internal resources.

36. The UNDP officials informed the mission that the areas of emphasis in the

Nigerian IPP during the current cycle were HRID education, health etc. but did

not include transport and communications-

37. Asked to indicate the means by which UNDP could support the NCC, the

officials indicated that any change in the areas of emphasis in the national IPF

would be initiated by the country. They however warned that Nigeria's IPF had

just been negotiated and was about to be signed and a request for its review or

change would be difficult and could take a long time. They further indicated

that since the IPF was UNDP's attempt to respond to a country's development,

efforts and identified needs, any serious request by a country for its IPF review

cannot be ignored by UNDP, but must be initiated by the government.

38. UNDP was supporting two ICAO projects dealing with navigational aids as

well as the National College of Civil Aviation in Zaria and providing or funding

resource personnel for an ICAO seminar. All these were funded under the 4th

Cycle and would soon end.

39. Regarding linkage of national and subregional IPF, the UNDP officials said

that the issue was still at the consultative stage, within UNDP itself at

Headquarters was being viewed as a means of encouraging subregional cooperation,

adding that such linkage could only be possible in specifically agreed areas.

40. With specific regard to UNDP assistance to the NCC, the official said that

in the absence of an umbrella project of support in the present IPF, the

prospects were poor. Nevertheless, UNDP said that it would continue to support

and facilitate UN missions to Nigeria to the extent possible as well as selected

priorities=

3. Meeting with the Nigerian Government

41. The mission was received by officials in the Federal Ministry of Finance

and Planning, and the Federal Ministry of Transport and Communications. The

officials were thoroughly briefed on the progress of the Decade and discussions
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held on the status and role of the NCC and support needed; priorities in the

national IPF and its use in support of the NCC; examination of the NCC's

activities and work programme; and review of the status of Nigeria's UNTACDA II

projects.

Status and role of NCC and support needed.

42o The NCC has been established but no activities have been carried out. The

role of the NCC is not well understood in that its activities are currently

coordinated in the Federal Ministry of Finance and Planning. The Federal

Ministry of Transport and Communications in which all the transport and

communications modes belong appears to be seriously marginalized and as a

consequence the NCC would remain ineffective, if its activities were to continue

to be coordinated by the Ministry of Finance and Planning, as the mission was

informed and observed.

43. The Federal Ministry of Finance and Planning has invited the ministries of

Transport and Communications, Works and Housing, National Planning Commission;

the managing directors of the Nigerian Port Authority, Nigerian Railways

Corporation, Nigerian Airways Corporation, Nigerian Airports Authority, the

Federal Civil Aviation Authority, Federal Radio Corporation, Nitel Headquarters,

National union of Transport Workers and the UNDP Resident Representative to a

meeting which could be regarded as the inaugural meeting of the NCC. From the

very nature of the invitations, it is apparent that members of the NCC have not

yet been designated.

44. The mission advised the government of the technical role and expertise

needed of the NCC and the need to separate the technical work of the NCC from the

issue of funding the projects. The mission also emphasized that the Federal

Ministry of Transport and Communications ought to be fully responsible for

coordinating the implementation of Nigeria's UNTACDA II projects as well as to

be the Chairman of the NCC.

45. In the absence of a properly established an functional NCC, the support it

may require from the government could not be determined.

Priorities in the national IPF and its use in support of the NCC;

46. Officials in the Ministry of Finance and Planning confirmed what the UNDP

had informed the mission, i.e. - that transport and communications were not

priorities in the national IPF and that the use of the national IPF to support

the NCC had not been contemplated or planned.

Activities and work programme of the NCC

47. Since in its present form the NCC is non functional, its work programme has

not been prepared. Similarly the draft national level activities for the

implementation of UNTACDA II programme could not be discussed and revised during

the mission, as there was no functional NCC and a chairman or members with whom

to hold such discussion.
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48. With the exception of the five approved and four pending telecommunication

proj ects which were reviewed with Mr. S.D.Matankari (Deputy Director of

Communications Planing), the mission was unable to review the many Nigerian

projects, since the NCC is not functional and its current coordinating Ministry

(Finance and Economic Development) did not have information on the project

status.

Problems of the Nigerian NCC

49. The mission held three meetings with officials of the Federal Ministry of

Transport and Communications during which detailed discussions on the UNTACDA II

programme and the NCC were held. It was evident from the meetings that the

transport officials are not only knowledgeable but were involved in the

preparation of the national projects.

50. Although there is no functional NCC, the coordination of all UNTACDA II

activities is being carried out by the Ministry of Finance. The apparent reason

for this is that the department dealing with international cooperation (including

EGA) is situated in the Ministry of Finance. Thus, the ministry currently

responsible for coordinating the national UNTACDA II projects did not participate

in their technical preparation, attended no UNTACDA II meetings, and has no

details or other information on the status of the projects. As a result of the

above, attention has not been paid to the formation of the NCC in conformity with

the Tangier decision and the Ministry of Transport has therefore been handicapped

in handling the Decade activities.

51. It is indicated in paragraph 43 above that invitations have been sent out

by the Federal Ministry of Finance and Economic Development to three ministries,

eight authorities and corporations and the UNDP to participate in what could be

an inaugural meeting of the NCC. In spite of this, ECOWAS should be requested

and urged to ensure that the forth-coming meeting would establish a functional

NCC for Nigeria on the basis of the technical and professional competence of the

members and that its chairman and the secretariat would be based in the Ministry

of Transport and Communications, where dedicated and competent staff already

familiar with the programme of UNTACDA II exist,

52. The Ministry of Transport and Communications was not consulted by the

Ministry of Finance and Economic Development during the preparation of the UNDP

5th Cycle national IPF and as a result transport and communications have not been

included in the priorities. It would therefore be very difficult for the UNDP

to support efforts of the NCC even where and when such support is justified and

crucial for the country, unless the government takes the initiative.

IV. RESUME DES DISCUSSIONS AU GABON

Reunions avec la CEBAC

53. La mission a rencontre le Secretaire General Adjoint charge des Affaires

Economiques, Sociales, Culturelles et Scientifiques, d'abord pour une reunion de

prise de contact et ensuite pour une reunion de synthese. Par ailleurs, la
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mission a tenu plusieurs reunions techniqhes avec le Directeur des Transports et

des Communications.

54. A l'occasion de ces reunions, la CEEAC s'est felicitee de la venue de la

mission et a accueilli tres favorablement l'idee d'une concertation entre toutes

les parties concernees. Elle a exprime les principaux points de vue suivants:

i) la CEEAC est pr§te a apporter toute 1'assistance necessaire

aux Etats mais elle ne dispose pas des moyens requis gui lui

permettraient d'entreprendre des actions d'information et de

sensibilisation;

ii) assurer un lien entre les CIP nationaux et le CIP regional du

5eme cycle du PNUD est un imperatif dont les Etats devraient

etre concients. La CEA devrait obtenir du PNUD qu'il fasse de

ce lien une conditionalite a. imposer aux Etats;

iii) la CEA devrait insister aupres des Etats pour qu'ils

reconnaisent et respectent le r61e de chef de file au niveau

sous-regional, devolu a la CEEAC. Role qui porte sur le

coordination et l'harmonisation des programmes ainsi que sur

le suivi et 1'evaluation de leur execution;

iv) la meilleure facon d'assister les Etats est de se rendre sur

place. De plus, il est necessaire de mener au niveau sous-

regional, d'importantes actions de promotion de UNTACDA II,

comme par exemple, edition et large diffusion de brochures

d'information et organisation d'emissions a la radio et a. la

television;

v) la region de l'Afrique Centrale est determinee a accorder la

toute premiere p'riorite aux transports et aux communications.

C'est ainsi que l'essentiel des demandes de la CEEAC pour le

5eme cycle du PNUD concernera les transports, en particulier

la mise en oeuvre de la Declaration de Yamoussoukro et

1'execution du programme de UNTACDA II;

vi) la CEEAC souhaite etre informee rapidement du contenu du

Projet que la CEA soumettra au PNUD et ce, a fin d'eviter des

duplications dans les activites au niveau sous-regional;

vii) la CEEAC souhaite que la CEA continue de lui apporter

1'assistance financiere qui lui a permis jusqu'a present de

participer a certaines activites de UNTACDA II;

viii) dans le domaine des transports et des communications; la CEEAC

n'a pas de relation avec les MULPOC de Yaounde et de Gisenyi.

55. Lors des reunions techniques, les termes de reference elabores par la CEA

pour les groupes de travil sous-regionaux ont ete examines et des amendemants

proposes par la CEEAC ont ete retenues.
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56. Le programme d' action suivant a ete propose par la CEEAC, pour le suivi et

l'appui au programme de UNTACDA II pour la periode 1992-1993:

i)

iii)

iv)

vi)

vii)

viii)

organisation d'une reunion sous-regionale des ministres

charges des transports qui sera precedee d'une reunion des

experts, et qui a pour objectif la sensibilisation sur la mise

en oeuvre du programme de UNTACDA II et lpadoption d'une

programme d'activites du groupe de travail sous-regional;

assistance aux pays qui ne l'ont pas encore fait, pour la mise

en place de leurs CMC. II s'agit notammen de Guinee

Equatoriale, Sao Tome, Zaire et Angola;

organisation d'une reunion avec les presidents des CNC pour la

revue des projets approuves dans la premiere liste du

programme de UNTACDA II en vue de leur harmonisation et pour

l'examen des nouveaux projets;

organisation de deux seminaires sur la vulganisation des

documents de transit et facilites de transit de la CEEAC;

v) participation aux reunions du CMR pour la selection des

projets;

participation aux reunions organisees par le CMR sur la

mobilisation des ressources;

organisation d'une table ronde sous-regionale en vue de

definir les strategies pour s a mobilisation des ressources

inte'rnes et externes;

assistance de courte duree a la CEEAC pour le suivi et

1'evaluation du programme de UNTACDA II au niveau sous-

regional .

57. Certaines des activites citees ci-dessus sont deja programmees dans le

budget en cours. La reunion des ministres est^. prevue en aout 1992 tandis que

1'activite relative aux seminaires sur la vulgarisation des documents de transit
sera assure dans le cadre du projet multisectoriel finance par le 4eme cycle du

PNUD. La realisation des activites restantes est subordonnee a la disponibilite

des ressources financi^res necessaires.

Reunion avec le PNUD

58. La mission a rencontre le fonctionnaire charge du programme regional du

PNUD pour 1'Afrique Centrale et son collaborateur charge des projets regionaux.

Des discussions avec ces deux fonctionnaires, on peut retenir:

i) les OIG de la sous-region de 1'Afrique Centrale (UDEAC, CEEAC

et CEPG1) ont convenu d'une repartition des taches dans le

cadre du projet multisectoriel du 4eme cycle du PNUD et la
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CEEAC est la seule organisation habilitee a assurer les taches

de coordination et d'harmonisation;

ii) compte tenu du retard de la sous-region de l'Afrique Centrale

en matiere d'integration economigue, la CEA devrait faire

profiter a cette sous-region des reussites enregistrees dans

les autres sous-regions;

iii) les domaines d'intervention prioritaires retenus pour le 5£me

cycle du PNUD etait les memes tant pour le programme regional

que pour les programmes nationaux, assurer un lien entre ces

deux programmes dans le secteur des tansports et des

communications ne peut etre que positif;

iv) le programme du CIP national du Gabon qui est actuellement en

cours de discussion ne comprend pas des activites relatives

aux transports et aux communications;

v) le projet de programme de la sous-region de l'Afrique Centrale

a soumettre pour le programme regional du 5eme cycle du PNUD

portera en particulier sur les transports et sera examine lors

de la reunion du Comite Directeur du projet muItisectoriel du

4eme cycle prevu en juillet 1992 a Libreville.

Reunion avec le CNC du Gabon

59. La mission a tenu une reunion avec des membres du bureau du CNC du Gabon

et les a largement informe sur UNTACDA II; les objectifs, les taches des CNC et

des groupes de travail sous-regionaux, l'etat d'avancement du programme. De plus,

la mission a rencontre une deuxieme fois, le president du CNC pour discuter plus

particulierement de la possibility de faire appel au CIP national pour financer

certaines activites du CNC.

60. On retiendra de ces discussions ques

i) le CNC du Gabon n'est pas encore operationnel. Les textes

officiels portant creation du CNC et nomination de ses membres

ont ete elabores et sont actuellement dans le circuit

d'approbation;

ii) la plupart des personnes proposees comme membres du CNC sont

au fait de UNTACDA II, ce qui devrait permettre au Comite

d'etre plus efficient;

iii) des que les problemes institutionnels seront regies, le CNC

etablira un programme d'activites qui comprendra entre autres,

une campagne d'information et de sensibilisation sur UNTACDA

II. Dans ce cadre, le CNC aura besoin de l'assistance de la

CEA et de la CEEAC dans 1'animation des activites, en

particulier les seminaires et autres rencontres qui seront

organisees;
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iv) il n'est pas possible a priori de dire si le CNC pourra

obtenir de l'Etat, les moyens financiers n£cessaires a

1'execution de ses taches. De plus, le montant du CIP du Gabon

pour le 5eme cycle du PNUD est tres faible et sa repartition

necessitera d'importants arbitrages. Aucune assurance n'a pu

en consequence etre donnee sur la possibility de prevoir

1'allocation de ressources du CIP national pour financer des

activites du CNC;

v) les projets soumis tardivement par le Gabon et qui n'ont pu en

consequence etre examines par le CMR seront revus des que le

CNC sera officiellement en place.
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LIST OF OFFICIALS MET

I. NIGERIA

1. Government of Nigeria

Mr. A. I. Onwuekwe; Deputy Director, African Multilateral Division,

Federal Ministry of Finance and Economic Development

Mr. M. I. Abbe; NCC Secretary, Federal Ministry of Finance and Economic

Development

Mr. S.D.Matankari; Deputy Director (Communications Planning), Ministry of

Transport and Communications

Mrs. A.O. Williams; Director General, Ministry of Transport and

Communications

Mr. Olaniyi, Deputy Director- Multilateral External Finance Division,

Ministry of Finance and Economic Development

Mrs. Gladys R. Okungbowa; Deputy Director, Ministry of Transport and

Communications

Mr. M.O.Ighile; Chief Co-ordinating Officer, Ministry of Transport and

Communications

Mr. A.K.Opatola; Assistant chief Co-ordinating Officer, Ministry of

Transport and Communications

Mr. T.O.A.Awadipe; Principal Coordinating Officer, Ministry of Transport

and Communications

Mr. C.A.N.Ebe; Deputy Director (Personnel), Ministry of Transport and

Communications

2. ECOWAS

Dr. Sesay - Director Transport, Communication and Energy Department (TCED)

Mr. J.K.Gagoua; S/Officer Transport

Mr. G. Yao Adzigbey; S/Officer Transport

Mr. A. Amedon; Principal Officer Communications

Mr. Frank Ofei; Director of Research

3. UNDP

Mr. Patrick Sweeny; Assistant Resident Representative (Programme)
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Mr. Andre J. Klap? Deputy Resident Representative

II. GABON

1. CEEAC

Robert Naah: Secretaire General Adjoint
Economiques, Sociales,

Scientifiques.

Simon Yanou Gonia: Directeur des Transports, Communications et du
Tourisme.

M.Niyo Mugabo Theodore: Expert en Transports.

2. PNUD

M.H.Diawara: Regional Programme Officer for Central Africa.

M.B.H.Voubou: Charge de Programme - Projets Regionaux.

3. GOUVERNEMENT DU GABON (

H N'Kiet Emmanuel: Conseiller du Ministre de la Planification, de
M.N Kxet Emmanu i^conomie et de 1'Amenagement du Territoire -

President du CNC.

MTQari -Rieirre Obianq Zue Beyeme: Conseiller au
Transports - ler vice-fresiaent uu

CNC.

M.NZiengui-Nziengui: Directeur General de la Marine Marchande - 2eme
Vice President du CNC.

M.Ollomo Mezui Georges: Conseiller du Ministre de V^
Construction - Secretaire General

CNC,

M.Bamba Hyacinthe: chef du Service Normalisation et
Reglementation du Ministere ae

l'Equipement.


